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Abstract: High-temperature gas sensors are often affected by non-constant ambient conditions,
especially with respect to mass flow variations. Steady operation conditions are essential for attaining
stable results. So, appropriate protection caps must provide an optimum level of gas access to
the sensors’ functional structures to allow for a sufficient response but also maximal homogeneity.
Therefore, cap design was carried out through modelling and simulations. For verification, we used
a specially developed sensor structure with screen-printed thermocouples to measure temperature
homogeneity inside individually designed caps, which were created via additive manufacturing.

Keywords: self-heated gas sensor; Comsol Multiphysics; additive manufacturing; temperature
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1. Introduction

Obtaining reliable measurement results from gas sensors presupposes stable operation
conditions on the one hand and most likely unhindered contact with measuring ambience
on the other [1]. For high-temperature atmospheres with high dynamic varying gas flow
characteristics, gas sensors must be protected by appropriate caps to prevent the sensors’
functional structures from affecting the gas flow to retain its temperature homogeneity and—
at the same time—allow enough gas access for a fast and direct response. The optimum in
this regard can be found using finite-element calculations. Several degrees of freedom can
be used when additive manufacturing is utilized for the creation of protection caps.

2. Materials and Methods

Typical sensor elements are based on ceramic substrates covered with different func-
tional thick-film layers. So, the basis for our product was a reverse-side heated alumina
substrate (50.8 × 6.35 mm; thickness: 635 µm). Its front side should hold a constant temper-
ature (600 ◦C) homogeneously in the area of the sensor tip where the functional gas-sensing
elements will be located later on.

Simulations were carried out using COMSOL Multiphysics. Here, the (digital) sensing
element was mounted vertically with its tip inside a tube where gas affects the sensors’ front
side in a 3-D-model. Varying designs of protection caps surrounding the sensing element
were investigated. Modelling comprised heating of the ceramic substrate, gas mass flow
variations, aspects of heat transfer and sensor cooling, etc. The cap design was optimized
to maximize the gas stream flowing through the cap by simultaneously minimizing the
temperature gradients on the sensors’ surfaces.

To verify the calculations experimentally and measure the temperature distribution
inside the cap, a special transducer with screen-printed Au-Pt thermocouples was used [2].
Five measuring points were distributed in the heated area of the sensor tip (Figure 1a). The
optimized design of the protection cap was realized via additive manufacturing (metal
filament 3D-printing; Figure 1b).
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[2]. Five measuring points were distributed in the heated area of the sensor tip (Figure 1a). 
The optimized design of the protection cap was realized via additive manufacturing (metal 
filament 3D-printing; Figure 1b). 

 
Figure 1. Example of a verification measurement: Sensor transducer (a) with screen-printed Pt-Au-
thermocouples protected by individual modelled and additive-manufactured cap (b). Temperature 
characteristics on the sensors surface were measured under varying gas flows (c). The temperatures 
were even unaffected by twisting the sensor orientation. 

3. Discussion 
We found a kind of protection cap where the gas flow is diverted inside the cap so 

that it is heated first and then passes the sensing element from bottom to top before leav-
ing the cap through its hole in the tip to be beneficial (Figure 1b). Such an individual de-
sign can easily be manufactured using additive technologies. Measurements were con-
ducted by mounting the sensor inside the cap vertically in a tube setup (40 mm diameter) 
under varying gas streams from 0 to 50 l/min. The temperatures on the sensors’ front sur-
faces remain constant, even when the sensors are twisted 30°. These findings correlate 
well with simulations. Test gas measurements with functional layers (hydrocarbon sens-
ing based on [3]) showed a little lower sensitivity with a cap but, compared to measure-
ments without a cap, much more stable signals without signal noise. 
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Figure 1. Example of a verification measurement: Sensor transducer (a) with screen-printed Pt-Au-
thermocouples protected by individual modelled and additive-manufactured cap (b). Temperature
characteristics on the sensors surface were measured under varying gas flows (c). The temperatures
were even unaffected by twisting the sensor orientation.

3. Discussion

We found a kind of protection cap where the gas flow is diverted inside the cap so
that it is heated first and then passes the sensing element from bottom to top before leaving
the cap through its hole in the tip to be beneficial (Figure 1b). Such an individual design
can easily be manufactured using additive technologies. Measurements were conducted
by mounting the sensor inside the cap vertically in a tube setup (40 mm diameter) under
varying gas streams from 0 to 50 l/min. The temperatures on the sensors’ front surfaces
remain constant, even when the sensors are twisted 30◦. These findings correlate well with
simulations. Test gas measurements with functional layers (hydrocarbon sensing based
on [3]) showed a little lower sensitivity with a cap but, compared to measurements without
a cap, much more stable signals without signal noise.
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